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About This Game

Extreme high speed (rip off)teamwork action has arrived on Steam, in the form of a shooting game!
As a Droid soldier, fight through the 6 on 6 online/offline team battle, and achieve victory!
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19 characteristic battle droids
Female, Male, and Mech... Each droid has an individual designed model.
Earn victory points to unlock all of them!

Costume Break
Rip the pants off of your enemy, with clothing-affected battle damage!
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Available Tactics
Melee, Fire support, High mobility, Defender, Sniper, and all-around types, various tactics are available.
All droids and weaponry have individual strengths and weaknesses.
Encounter battles where the stakes may change at any second, and maximize the advantage! It's simple, and supports
customization for maximum enjoyment!

2 fully customizable sets of Control (Novice and Expert) supported!
2 Control sets(Novice and Expart) are supported, and both of them are fully customizable.
Even beginners will enjoy the high-speed battle from their first playthrough, but will act quicker, and more accurately
depending on their skill level.
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Title: Soul Saber 2
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Yamadaya
Publisher:
Henteko Doujin
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 10
Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz
Memory: 1000 MB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0b compatible
DirectX: Version 9.0b
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 1000 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectSound compatible
Additional Notes: Gamepad is highly recommended. Low latency broadband is required for multiplayer.

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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It's a nice little game but ffs, set english by default.. x). Great route with fun little details like playground, old england-design
houses and boat-harbours. Waves at the beach were a bit unrealistic, but everything else was perfect.. i love it for the cheap prise
it is worth every penny. Love the idea of this game. Can't wait for multiplayer. Board game that requires quick thinking and
platforming.. If you enjoy strategy games that pose varying levels of difficulty (if sentinels are involved then it gets a lot
tougher) then this may be a game for you. Personally, the custom character creation is my favourite part of game. Then comes
the fact that every level you encounter has a COMPLETELY different layout, unknowing of what may lay behind every door
and if the decision to open a door or blast open a door may:
1. Get your Deadnaut 'decapitated' by a sentinel.
2. Get your Deadnaut dragged away and torn to ribbons.
3. Become susceptible to a horde of enemies.
. . . and etc. One of the greatest elements this game poses is the feeling of unknowing what lies behind every door, or what may
be in the very room your deadnauts are searching. It can feel like no one is ever safe and pulls it off very well.. A Solid FPS
Action Roguelike. Lots of stuff trying to nibble you. Lots of different item paths to take. Plenty of clear choices of items and
equipment to investigate on each level. I rather enjoyed this one. Especially when so many Roguelikes lately have been the
standard Top-Down Affair.
That said it might be nice if in the future the terrain changed a bit more from level to level. Somewhat like the enemies. New
little components pop up every time you head to the next level.
https://youtu.be/zpDOlmDMcL8. This game deserves to be hyped! I'm really not exaggerating when I say - and I said it before
when I was playing Radium - that this game is more than a worthy 'replacement' for Super Meat Boy! I went for 3 points (A+ in
SMB ;) on all levels and can say that the overall difficulty level is at least close to the same as in Super Meat Boy. Patience &
carefulness is needed a lot of the time, but the tractor beams are capable of accelerating the ball very quickly, so be extra careful
and focused and use your tapping skills; spikes & saws are all at the place! I think that the Pareto principle maybe goes up here
(nice progression in difficulty): the 20% hardest levels = 80% of the amount of deaths and vice versa.
What also made this game more challenging than the predecessor Radium, is the fact that many levels are lengthy and require
repetition.
Repetition or not, the game never bored me, not even 1 level did. If you feel, while you're at it, this game might get repetitive,
play more! To me it looks, but more, feels like Super Meat Boy, but it's still very original and nicely inspired and I sensed the
passion; most of the levels are unique, well-designed and nice to look at. The difficulty level is what I'm looking for, as it takes
care you're really being tested; how are your nerves today? How's your breathing? How well can you concentrate? How patient
are you? Can you stand the pressure? No kidding when I say, applicants should play this game, so that companies can determine
at least some weaknesses and strengths, be it the moment though.
Anyway, a game should be rewarding, and this one definitely is! Adding to that, some nice leaderboards (TBF) in which the one
and only developer jaekkl is ranked as well, I can only recommend this game, that has a nice soundtrack to it!
9.5\/10 Would like to see how many times Radium Boy died ;-). Hidden Object games -- good time to pass the time and fun
secrets to uncover.. this game is money!!!! it is an ok game but there is no point to this game the trailer only shows small parts of
this.
I have this game and i hate it this is a ripoff but to people out there that like it im not trying to be rude
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It's a fun single-player campaign.
There are a TON of weapons to choose from, probably more than any other shooter I've played. And all those weapons have altfire modes as well, so there's a huge variety. You've got everything from rail guns to deployable force fields to black hole
generators, it's really impressive.
The solid gameplay that we know and expect from other Unreal games is here too -- expect some great firefights!
Some of the music tracks were pretty catchy; I particularly liked the Suferon music track (I'm listening to it now as I write this
review).
I played on Windows 7 64 bit. There were a few minor bugs but all could be rectified by going to an earlier save. Graphics are
mildly dated by 2016 standards but it's very playable.
The two main complaints about the previous game were nonlinear levels and lack of a strong story. These issues were definitely
addressed in Unreal 2! The levels are very linear so it's hard to get lost. The story now involves interactive choices (for flavor
only, as the levels will always play out the same way). There are also downtime missions where you interact with your crew and
get briefings on your spaceship.
I found it hard to relate to the protagonist, but overall I found the story enjoyable. Buy it if it's $5 or less!
. Catchy music, quick 100% achievements, and quite relaxing. Recommended only to achievement hunters and 5 year olds.. I
am a huge fan of the original Sega CD version of this game so I naturally had to get this remastered version. I enjoy the game so
much more using the mouse to control the cameras and traps. The video has been cleaned up significantly and I like how the
player can choose to play with different layouts and icons. I hope that the developer moves on to Double Switch next!. Had this
for several months, still buggy as hell. The bagging still has terminal bugs, causing you to have to restart the game. The game
crashes. I've been putting in time to finish the achievements and delete this game from my library, but at this point it might not
even be worth the struggle.. Great game, beautiful graphics, amazing tasting ravioli, short. Seems a bit rough around the edges,
there are were some annoying issues, that more or less got fixed. Nightmare mode is still nightmare, not sure I'd recommend
that for anyone yet, but the main game seems solid enough.
I had several death runs, and a lucky über run. I'd say it's a good game for some laid-back no brainer timesink fun.
Music is not that good, gets old after the first few run, but Warcraft 3 ost goes good with the game. :)
Since the dev is pretty active (game got like 4 patches in 1 week) and available the issues probably gets fixed sooner or later..
You owe it to yourself to get immeresed in this simple yet addicting free to play game.. I have given this game a fair shake and I
can both recommend it and recomend against it depending on what you want out of this game and whether you've played it's
successors (Rise of Venice, Port Royale 2&3, and Patrician 4).
Buy it if you:
Want a complex and engaging trading and business managing game with a fair addition of politics and hands-off town
management.
Can overlook a dated interface, unintuitive mechanics and little explanation. (Both a tutorial, manual and Wiki exist tho!)
Avoid (in favor of its successors) if you:
Prefer a more streamlined experience, with quality of life improvements at the cost of less complexity.
Require better graphics (although this is really not the selling point of this series)
In general I was well amused by the game and will surely continue playing, thus I recommend it, albeit only for the more
dedicated fans of the genre (niche) and series.
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